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ABSTRACT: Using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), we investigated the in situ crystallization kinetics of non-nucleated and

nucleating-agent-treated isotactic polypropylene (iPP) under continuous oscillatory shear during the entire crystallization process, and

then compared the DMA results with those measured using differential scanning calorimetry under conventional quiescent crystalliza-

tion. Our analyses, based on the Avrami equation, show that continuous oscillatory shear accelerated crystallization of non-nucleated

iPP, but interfered with crystallization for nucleating-agent-treated iPP. Our results indicate that, for the present nucleating agent, its

accelerating effect on crystallization cannot coexist with the accelerating effect of shear on crystallization. We attributed this difference

to the disruptive effect of shear on growth and the different nucleation models of non-nucleated and nucleating-agent-treated iPP. VC
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INTRODUCTION

Isotactic polypropylene (iPP) is a semi-crystalline polymer that

is widely used for its excellent mechanical properties, high mal-

leability, and strong corrosion resistance.1–4 Generally, iPP has

three crystalline phases: monoclinic (a), hexagonal (b), and

orthorhombic (c). a-phase iPP has relatively large modulus but

poor extensibility, while b-phase iPP has high ductility but low

stiffness.1,5,6 In usual industrial conditions, a-phase iPP is

mostly obtained for it is thermodynamically stable. The addition

of some content of b-phase iPP will largely improve the

mechanical properties of products.

b-phase iPP is thermodynamically metastable and difficult to

obtain under normal processing conditions. To promote the for-

mation of b-phase iPP, it is common to add a nucleating

agent.6 The nucleating agent might be a nanocomposite with

high interfacial area, which can greatly influence the crystalline

properties even at rather low filler loading. In our previous

work, we used irradiation graft polymerization to modify non-

layered calcium carbonate (CaCO3) nanoparticles, which we

mechanically compounded with polypropylene.7 Another way to

induce the b-phase is by applying shear during early crystalliza-

tion.8–15 Applying shear causes the molecular chains to orient

into a row nuclei, which can induce b-phase crystals. Huo16

investigated the relationship between the additive content,

applied shear, and the formation of b-phase PP, finding that in

PP with low additive content (in Huo’s case, a mixture of lan-

thanum stearate and CaCO3), shear induced the formation of

b-phase crystals in almost the same proportion as in non-

nucleated iPP. In contrast, for the samples with high additive

content, the formation of the b-phase was caused by the nucle-

ating agent. Thus, shear restrained the formation of high

amounts of b-phase for the melt with an additive.

However, in most previous work, one-directional or oscillatory

shear was applied only during the first seconds of isothermal

crystallization while the sample was still molten. Furthermore,

the stress generated due to differential thermal contraction of

the two components, exerts a kind of force on crystallizing PP

melt, which in turn causes variation of nucleation rate and for-

mation of transcrystallization of PP on the surface of already

formed nylon6 spherulites on reaching the temperature suitable

for crystallization of PP in PP/nylon6 blend, during the
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nonisothermal crystallization.17 Dynamic mechanical analysis

(DMA) is a new way to investigate the in situ crystallization

behavior under continuous oscillatory shear for the entire pro-

cess.18,19 In our previous work,19 we reported the influence of

oscillatory shear on crystallization of iPP in a multifrequency

mode. Compared with other techniques, which usually provide

one-directional shear during early crystallization, DMA offers

vertical periodical shear that is continuous throughout the

entire crystallization process.

In the present work, we used DMA to investigate the crystalliza-

tion kinetics of non-nucleated and nucleating-agent-filled iPP

under continuous oscillatory shear over the entire crystallization

process. We compared these results with those measured using

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of conventional quies-

cent crystallization. We wished to clarify the effect of continu-

ous oscillatory shear on crystallization in two different

materials. On the basis of the Avrami equation, the crystalliza-

tion kinetics is analyzed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Commercial iPP F1401 (Guangzhou Petrochemical, China) was

used with a melt flow index of �2.75 g/10 min (230�C/2.16 kg,

ASTM D1238) and an average Mn and Mw of �6.5 3 104 and

�3.3 3 105 g/mol, respectively. The specimens for the DMA

tests comprised a couple round plates (U10 3 1.0 mm) pre-

pared by compression molding at 200�C under 7 MPa. Samples

treated with a nucleating agent (denoted as iPP1) were prepared

by introducing 1.96 vol % of stearic-acid–coated CaCO3 par-

ticles (40 nm) during mixing at 200�C for 15 min.20

Characterization

DMA (DMA/SDTA861, Mettler-Toledo GmbH, Switzerland)

was performed in shear mode in a nitrogen atmosphere. In

these experiments, two identical samples were clamped symmet-

rically between two outer fixed parts, and the central moving

part provided the oscillatory force [Figure 1(a)].

Figure 1(b) shows the synoptic pathway of the DMA measure-

ments. The specimens were heated from room temperature to

210�C at 20�C/min and then held for 5 min to eliminate the

thermal history. The specimens were then cooled at 14�C/min

(the fastest cooling rate of the machine) to 130�C and then held

for 40 min, allowing isothermal crystallization and DMA meas-

urements to occur simultaneously. The shear load was applied

to the polymer melt immediately after the temperature dropped

to 130�C. The upper limit of the displacement amplitude was

200 lm, and the upper limit of the shear load was 5 N. The

shear rate corresponding to 10 Hz is 2.67 s21.

Quiescent crystallization experiments (DSC 7, Perkin-Elmer,

USA) were performed in a nitrogen atmosphere. The tempera-

tures program used in DSC experiments was exactly the same

as in the DMA experiments, except that shear force was not

applied in DSC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Nucleating Agent on Quiescent Isothermal

Crystallization of iPP at 130�C
Figure 2 shows the DSC curves of iPP and iPP1 undergoing

quiescent isothermal crystallization at 130�C. The crystallization

peak of non-nucleated iPP at t0 5 556 s differed from that of

iPP1 at t0 5 130 s, indicating that the nucleating agent

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of shear mode in DMA/SDTA861e; (b) Synoptic path of isothermal crystallization at 130�C in the DMA experiments.

Figure 2. DSC curves of quiescent isothermal crystallization of non-

nucleated iPP (black) and iPP1 with b-nucleating agent (red) at 130�C.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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accelerated crystallization. We found almost no induction

period in either curve because the profile of the DSC experi-

ment is the same as that of the DMA experiment in Figure

1(b), meaning the cooling rate (14�C/min, which is the fastest

cooling rate of DMA) was not fast enough.

Effect of Oscillatory Shear on Isothermal Crystallization of

iPP at 130�C
Figure 3(a) shows the storage modulus G0(t) over time for non-

nucleated iPP isothermally crystallized at 130�C. The storage

modulus remained relatively low until the sample remained at

130�C for over 550 s, suggesting that the iPP remained molten

until 550 s. With increasing time, the modulus increased rapidly

and plateaued at �800 s, indicating that crystallization had

mostly completed.

From the DMA tests, we obtained the time dependence of the

storage modulus G0(t).Then, we calculated the relative crystal-

linity a by introducing the model developed by Budiansky21,22:

12a
11eðG0a=G0ðtÞ21Þ1

a
11eðG0s=G0ðtÞ21Þ51

a5
G0ðtÞ

0
2G0a

G0s2G0a
3 11e

G0s
G0ðtÞ21

� �� � (1)

where G
0
a and G

0
s are the shear modulus of the amorphous and

spherulitic phases, respectively. The constant e is 0.4 for PP.22

From these results, we calculated the half-time s1/2 with a 5 0.5.

The time dependence of the crystallinity a during isothermal

crystallization can be expressed by the Avrami equation23,24 :

lg ½2ln ð12aÞ�5lg k1n lg t (2)

where n is the Avrami exponent and k is a rate constant. For

thermal nucleation, the number of nuclei is changing with time.

The Avrami exponent n 5 2 indicates one-dimensional growth

(fibrillar) with a constant bulk nucleation rate, n 5 3 indicates

two-dimensional nucleation (planar), and n 5 4 indicates three-

dimensional nucleation (spherical).

Figure 3(b) shows the Avrami analysis of sheared and quiescent

crystallization. Table I shows the half-times s1/2 and Avrami

parameters from the DMA and DSC experiments, revealing that

the half-time s1/2 of iPP changed from 1509 s for quiescent

crystallization to 555 s for shear crystallization. Thus, the oscil-

latory shear dramatically increased the crystallization rate.

Further more, the Avrami analysis shows that the crystallization

mechanism of non-nucleated iPP differed dramatically between

quiescent and shear crystallization. The Avrami exponent n of

non-nucleated iPP was 3 in quiescent crystallization (DSC

experiments), which means that the nucleation model of non-

nucleated iPP is athermal and almost perfect spherical. But in

shear crystallization (DMA experiments), the Avrami exponent

n of non-nucleated iPP changed to 3.8. It is indicated that the

oscillatory shear may influence the nucleating model of crystal-

lization. A possible nucleating mechanism of non-nucleated iPP

in shear is thermal and between planar and spherical.

This behavior may be caused by two effects of shear on the

melt. First,25,26 shear may affect the orientation of molecule

chains to form nuclei, which will induce more nuclei. Second,27

stress—which crystalline aggregates are subjected to when grow-

ing in a sheared melt—not only orients chains in the melt but

could also disrupt crystalline aggregates. This disruption intro-

duces more nuclei into the melt, accelerating nucleation.

Effect of Oscillatory Shear on the Isothermal

Crystallization of iPP1 at 130�C
Figure 4(a) shows the storage modulus during isothermal crys-

tallization of iPP1 under oscillatory shear at 130�C, also show-

ing the storage modulus of iPP for comparison. These results

Figure 3. (a) Storage modulus of non-nucleated iPP during isothermal crystallization under oscillatory shear at 130�C. The measuring frequency was 10

Hz. (b) Avrami relation of isothermal crystallization of non-nucleated iPP under quiescent crystallization (�) and oscillatory shear (�)at 130�C.

Table I. Parameters of Data Analysis for the Isothermal Crystallization

Experiments of PP and iPP1

Without shear by DSC With shear by DMA

s1/2 (s) n lgk s1/2 (s) n lgk

iPP 1509 3.00 23.31 555 3.80 210.54

iPP1 130 4.07 21.70 257 2.41 25.85
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show that the nucleating agent accelerated crystallization of

iPP1 even with added oscillatory shear.

On the basis of the DSC and DMA results, we calculated the

half-time s1/2 of iPP1, as shown in Table I. The half-time s1/2

measured from the DSC experiments was 130 s, much smaller

than that measured from the DMA experiment, 257 s. This dif-

ference indicates that oscillatory shear interfered with crystalli-

zation when a nucleating agent was present, contrasting the

results for non-nucleated PP. The Avrami exponent n decreased

from 4.08 (quiescent) to 2.41 (shear), also contrasting the

results for non-nucleated PP. It is also indicated that the nucle-

ating model of nucleating-agent-treated iPP is thermal and

shear causes it changing from spherical (n 5 4.08) to planar or

fibrillar (n 5 2.41), which is characteristic for sheared melt.

These results may be attributed to shear disrupting the growth

process and the different nucleation models of iPP and iPP1.

Crystallization includes both nucleation and growth, but one

step may dominate the other. The nucleation model of non-

nucleated iPP is athermal nucleation, in which the nuclei come

from the unmolten chain segments and nucleation dominates.

Shear can promote the formation of crystal nucleus in early

crystallization, as we discussed in section “Effect of Oscillatory

Shear on the Isothermal Crystallization of iPP1 at 130�C”.

Thus, shear accelerates the overall crystallization rate. However,

continuous oscillatory shear disrupts growth. The nucleation

model of iPP1 is athermal nucleation too, but in which growth

dominates, explaining how shear inhibited the crystallization of

iPP1.

CONCLUSIONS

Using DMA and DSC, we investigated the isothermal crystalliza-

tion behaviors of iPP and iPP1 (iPP treated with a nucleation

agent) under continuous oscillatory shear and quiescent crystal-

lization. These studies revealed that continuous oscillatory shear

accelerated crystallization of iPP but interfered with quiescent

crystallization of iPP1. We analyzed the kinetics of isothermal

crystallization by using the Avrami equation. Our results

showed that, for iPP, continuous oscillatory shear accelerated

the nucleation rate. In contrast, for iPP1, it interfered with the

growth during crystallization. These results can be explained by

assessing the disruptive effect of continuous shear and the dif-

ferent nucleation models of iPP and iPP1.
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